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JULY 4TH: A SPECIAL CELEBRATION FOR OUR FAMILY

  It was on July 4, 1974, that our family of five landed at the Kennedy 
International airport in New York City. This past week, on July 4, 2006, 
we took time to reminisce at the providential way the Lord led our family  
from Italy to America. This event was the turning point in the life of each 
member of our family.

 While Americans celebrate on July 4th with pomp and ceremonies 
the birth of their nation, our family celebrates also with thankful hearts 
(without fireworks) the beginning of a new life in this country.

   As we look back to the past 32 years we have lived a mile away from 
the campus of Andrews University, we can truly say:  Thank you Lord 
for leading us to this country where our three children have received an 
excellent Christian education and where my ministry of research and 
preaching has developed into a worldwide outreach.

 Contrary to the million of illegal immigrants who attempt to come 
to the USA at great risks and expenses in order to improve their socio-
economic conditions, our family came to America legally, at the invita-
tion of Andrews University where I served for 26 years as a Professor of 
Church History and Theology.  We came to America, not to improve our 
economic conditions, but to offer our children a Christian education and 
to expand my ministry of research and lecturing.

 Financially, the Lord blessed us abundantly during the five years 
I spent studying at the Pontifical Gregorian University.  To support our 
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family, I became a part-time Real Estate Agent, which proved to be a very 
lucrative profession.  Fortunately, we were living in a new development 
with over 1000 lots for sale close to the seaside (Ostia).  The demand for 
land and houses was great. Practically every day people were waiting at 
our home for me to come back from the university, so that I could  help 
them to buy a lot or build a home.  My father was a builder so we worked 
very well together.

 During the five years I spent studying at the Gregoriana, I sold over 
100 lots and arranged for building several homes. As you can imagine, 
my life was intense. It has always been that way. It seems that I function 
better when I have a lot to do. 

 By the time I finished my doctorate and we were ready to come to 
Andrews, we could count the blessings the Lord had bestowed upon our 
family. We owned two beautiful villas and had in our bank account more 
money than we have today.  If money-making was the primary goal of 
my life, then there was no reason to come to America. The Real Estate 
business I started in Rome, provided me with far greater income than a 
teaching job at Andrews University.

 But there is more to life than making money. Jesus said: “For what 
will it profit a man, if he gains the whole world and forfeits his life?” (Matt 
16:26). Paraphrasing, I would say: “What is the point of accumulating 
wealth if in the process you loose your own children?” My heart resonates 
with the title of Richard W. O’Ffill’s book, Lord Keep Your Mansions, 
Just Save My Children.

Our Commitment to Adventist Education

 The Christian education of our three children was a top priority for my 
wife and I. Having spent 12 years studying in our Adventist Academy in 
Florence, Adventist College in England (Newbold), and Adventist Semi-
nary at Andrews University, I came to appreciate the value of Adventist 
education. We firmly believed that to pass on our faith and values to our 
children we needed to provide them with an Adventist Christian education 
that was not available in Italy, or for that matter in most Western European 
countries.
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 Sad to say, the few existing Adventist church schools in Italy have long 
been closed down. Even our Adventist Academy in Florence (Villa Aurora) 
no longer offer a secondary education to our Adventist young people. It 
only provides a few language and art classes to foreign students (mostly 
Americans) and some religion classes to a dozen of students mostly from 
Eastern European countries. The reason for this sad development, is the 
lack of support for Adventist Church schools. The prevailing perception 
is that government schools are good enough for Adventist children.

 The absence of Adventist Church Schools in Italy (and in most 
European countries), is a major contributory factor to the loss of at least 
90 per cent of our young people. If our Adventist church in Italy (and in 
other European countries) had been able to retain our young people dur-
ing the past 30 years, today our membership would be double.  When I 
visit in Rome the many parents I came to know while growing up and 
later while studying there for five years, most of them laments the fact 
that their children are no longer in the church.  It is a sad litany.

 My wife and I did not want our children to become another sad statistic. 
We felt that our Adventist schools system  would offer them a safer place 
to grow intellectually and spiritually. The results speak for themselves.  
Loretta, our oldest child, is currently serving  as Prof. of Nursing at the 
Florida Hospital School of Nursing and is actively involved in church 
programs, including reaching young adults and teaching the Sabbath 
School. 

 Daniel, our second child, is an architect, who builds prestigious homes 
and teaches in the Andrews University Architecture Department. At present 
he is spearheading a program to design and build churches in developing 
countries. Gianluca, our youngest son, is a successful corporate lawyer 
in Chicago. He serves as an elder of the Burr Ridge SDA Church. With 
his wife, Silvia, they preach and lead out in various church programs. 

 What more could we have asked from the Lord than children who 
have embraced our faith and share our commitment to the Lord?  Noth-
ing else in the world can compare with the joy of an extended family of 
children and grandchildren sharing the same faith, hope, mission, and 
destiny. This is what the 4th of July means to us: the beginning of a new 
life in America which has made it possible for us to bring up a family in 
the fear of God with the help of dedicated Adventist Christian teachers.
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Unprecedented Opportunities to Expand My Ministry

 On a more personal level the 4th of July represents for me the open-
ing of doors of opportunities to expand my ministry of research, writing, 
publishing, and lecturing in many parts of the world. Such opportunities 
would have been denied to me by our church leaders in Italy or in other 
European countries. The reason is that our Adventist church government 
in Europe is more autocratic and restrictive.  Workers are expected to 
abide by their job description. New initiatives or independent ministries 
are frowned upon. 

 What a difference in the USA!  For almost 20 years Andrews University 
allowed me to teach half-time, so that I could devote myself more fully six 
months of each year to research, write, and lecture in many countries. The 
result has been the publication of 17 books, the recording of CD/DVDs, 
and the sharing of relevant studies on current issues with this newsletter 
with over 30,000 people in many countries. Such activities would have 
been unthinkable in Italy or in  Adventist Colleges in Europe. To publish, 
promote, and distribute personal books and recordings to many countries, 
would have been condemned by our church leaders as an inappropriate 
commercial activity for an Adventist scholar.

 Obviously, I have faced some criticism from a few “concerned 
brethren” even in the USA. But, overall the American understanding of 
democracy allows for private initiative to thrive even within the Adventist 
church system. Some telling examples are 3ABN, Amazing Facts, The 
Quiet Hour, Weimar College and Health Institute, Black Hills Health and 
Education Center, Adventist Frontier Missions, Uchee Pines Institute, 
Maranatha Volunteer International, TEACH Services, and Good News 
Unlimited. These ministries are privately owned and operated. Their degree 
of support for the Adventist Church may vary. But the fact remains that 
independent Adventist ministries (which are practically absent in Western 
Europe) have multiplied within the Adventist church in America, largely 
because this is the land of the free. In America you are free to dream and 
to work hard to see your dream come true.

 The freedom that the Adventist church has given me to research, to 
write, to publish, and to conduct seminars in many parts of the world, gives 
a special personal meaning to the 4th of July: This is the day when our 
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family our family celebrates the beginning of a new life in America, and is 
also the day when personally I celebrate my declaration of independence 
from the restrictions that would have stunted the growth of my ministry 
in the Old Country. Thank God for the 4th of July: a day for Americans 
to celebrate the birth of this great nation, but also a day for our family to 
celebrate the beginning of a new life abundantly blessed by God in the land 
of the free. Thank you for allowing me to share with you a few thoughts 
on what the 4th of July 4th means to our family and to me personally.

SUBSCRIBE/UNSUBSCRIBE Information: 
You can subscribe or unsubscribe to this newsletter in a simple way:
 
To subscribe send an email or click on this address: endtimeissues-
subscribe@lists.biblicalperspectives.com

To unsubscribe send an email or click on this address: endtimeissues-
unsubscribe@lists.biblicalperspectives.com

UPDATE ON THE RELEASE OF PROF. BRADFORD’S BOOK  
MORE THAN A PROPHET AND OF HIS CD/DVD ALBUMS

 On Thursday, July 6, 2006, Prof. Graeme Bradford’s new book More 
than a Prophet came off the press. On the same day also the editing of 
Bradford’s live video lecture on Ellen White was completed.  The two 
hours video lecture was recorded at Avondale College. With the help of 75 
slides, he discusses in an open and objective way the major issues related 
to the prophetic ministry of Ellen White.

 Your response to the announcement I made in the last newsletter about 
the release of Prof. Bradford’s book and recording, surpassed our fond-
est expectation. Orders have been coming in from different parts of the 
world.  In three days we have mailed out over 1500 copies of More than a 
Prophet and over 150 CD/DVD albums. About 25 Conference Presidents 
and Ministerial Secretaries have already requested a review copy of the 
book. Honestly, I must say that none of my 17 books generated such an 
encouraging response.

 It is evident that the question of the authority and use of Ellen White’s 
writings, is a hot issue in the Adventist church today. Several pastors have 
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called me to share the challenge they are facing in dealing with two dif-
ferent groups of members in their churches: those who are very critical of 
Ellen White, and those who strongly believe in the verbal inspiration of all 
her writings. They hope that More than a Prophet will help both groups to 
come to a more balanced understanding of Ellen White’s prophetic gift.

 To make it possible for many Adventists to benefit from this timely 
study,  I decided to offer the book by the case of 30 copies for the basic 
cost price of $5.00 per copy, that is, $150.00 for a case of 30 copies, mail-
ing expenses included. Overseas mailing requires an additional charge of 
$20.00. The regular price is $25.00 per copy or $750.00 for the case of 
30 copies. 

 With the purchase of a case of 30 copies of More than a Prophet, we 
offer also for only $20.00, the CD/DVD album that contains Bradford’s 
writings and his live two hours video lecture on Ellen White. The regular 
price of the album is $100.00.  This means that for only $170.00 you 
and/or your church can receive both a case of 30 copies of More than a 
Prophet and the CD/DVD album containing two disks, one is a CD-ROM 
with Bradford’s writings and the other is a DVD with his two hours video 
lecture on Ellen White recorded few days ago at Avondale College in 
Australia. The regular price for this package is $850.00.

 The reason for offering the CD/DVD album at such a bargain price with 
a case of More than a Prophet, is to make it possible for you and church 
members to view Bradford’s gripping video lecture which is designed to 
clear the air of prevailing misconceptions about Ellen White—misconcep-
tions that have caused thousands of Adventists to leave church.  

 You can order the special package of 30 copies of More than a Prophet 
and the CD/DVD Album for only $170.00, mailing expenses included for 
the USA, in four ways:

 (1) Online:  ........................................
 (2) Email: Simply email us your order at <sbacchiocchi@biblicalper
spectives.com> with your credit card number and your mailing address.
 (3) Regular Mail: Send us a personal check for $170.00 with your 
mailing address.
( 4) Phone: Feel free to call us at (269) 471-2915
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UPDATE ON THE VIDEO RECORDING OF CRACKING THE DA 
VINCI CODE

 The preparation for the video taping of the two hours lecture on 
CRACKING THE DA VINCI CODE has been slow, partly because of 
the countless hours I have spent preparing the manuscript More than a 
Prophet for publication. Considerable time went also into designing and 
editing the CD/DVD album with Prof. Bradford’s writings and live lec-
ture on Ellen White. Now that this major project is completed, I plan to 
devote every free moment to examine the pile of material sitting on my 
desk about the Da Vinci Code. I will also continue to collect nice slides 
of documents, persons, and places, in order to bring to life the powerpoint 
presentation.

 God willing, the video taping will take place on Wednesday, August 
30. The Da Vinci Code raises a number of questions that are particularly 
pertinent to Seventh-day Adventists. My plan is to devote the second part 
of the lecture to an analysis of such questions, especially the endtime 
prophetic significance of the neo-pagan form of worship promoted by 
Dan Brown. I will keep updated about the progress of this project.

ROME NEVER CHANGES

 A recently published Catholic document, The Gift of Scripture (Lon-
don: The Catholic Truth Society, 2005), shows that the traditional Catholic 
view of the equal authority of Scripture and Tradition, has not changed.  
The document was prepared by the Catholic Bishops’ Conference of 
England, Wales, and Scotland, in occasion of the 40th anniversary of Dei 
Verbum–The Word of God, an important document of the Second Vatican 
Council.

 While the document offers a high view of Scripture, encouraging 
Christians to study it, value it, and live by its teachings, it nevertheless 
appeals to the role of Tradition in interpreting the Bible.  “We approach 
the Scripture as members of the family of God, seeking guidance of the 
living Tradition of the teaching Church. We are more and more aware 
that Scripture and Tradition are closely bound together, coming from ‘the 
same divine source . . . they constitute the one sacred deposit of the word 
of God entrusted to the Church,” and they both are to be “accepted and 
honored with equal devotion and reverence” (p. 15).
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 The claim that the Traditional Teachings of the Catholic Church come 
from “the same divine source” as the Bible, is a deceptive claim designed to 
justify the host of Catholic heresies that can only be justified by appealing 
to Catholic traditional teachings. It is evident that Rome never changes. 
Luther’s call for Sola Scriptura 500 years ago, is still falling on Catholic 
deaf ears. The lesson of history is eloquently expressed by Christ:  “You 
have a fine way of rejecting the commandment of God, in order to keep 
your tradition” (Mark 7:9).

ANNOUNCEMENTS AT THE END OF THE NEWSLETTERS
 
          A detailed description of the special offers on goods and services 
is provided at the end of this newsletter. Here is a brief listing of the an-
nouncements that are expanded at the end of this newsletter.
 
1. CALENDAR OF FORTHCOMING WEEKEND SEMINARS for 
the months of July and August 2006. See the details at the end of this 
newsletter.

2. PROF. BRADFORD NEWLY RELEASED BOOK MORE THAN 
A PROPHET,  HIS CD/DVD ALBUM WITH HIS WRITINGS, AND  
LIVE LECTURE ON ELLEN WHITE. Both new releases, (the book, 
the CD/DVD album) are being offered for the first time at an introductory 
price. See the details at the end of this newsletter.
 
3. PROF. JON PAULIEN PUBLICATIONS IN ONE CD ALBUM.  
The album contains more than a dozen of books and scores of articles 
written during the past 20 years of research. See the details at the end of 
this newsletter.
 
4. DR. BACCHIOCCHI’S  NEW DVD ALBUM ON THE MARK 
AND NUMBER OF THE BEAST. See the details at the end of this 
newsletter.
 
5. TAGNET SPECIAL NEW WEB HOSTING OFFER for Adventist 
churches and members. TAGnet provides an incredible number of services 
to our churches and members. This newsletter comes to you through their 
gracious and efficient service. For detail information, visit their website 
at http://www.netadventist.org or 
http://home.tagnet.org/ You may also call their office 800 - 9TAGNET
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6. SPECIAL OFFER ON THE PACKAGE OF ALL THE  RECORD-
INGS DONE BY DR. BACCHIOCCHI. The package consists of 5 
albums which are offered for only $100.00, instead of the regular price 
of $500.00. See the details at the end of this newsletter.
 
7. PROF. JON PAULIEN’S 60 CD DISKS containing 120 lectures that 
explain verse by verse the book of Revelation. See the details at the end 
of this newsletter.
 
8. SPECIAL OFFER ON HITACHI PROJECTORS: HITACHI has 
offered an additional discount to help especially our churches and schools 
in developing countries. For examples, the special offer for the new 2000 
LUMENS PROJECTOR CP-X250 IS ONLY $1095.00, instead of the pre-
vious SDA price of $1995.00.  See the details at the end of this newsletter 
or call me at 269-471-2915
 
9. SPECIAL OFFER ON NEW TOSHIBA LAPTOP TECRA A8 
released on June 28, 2006.  See details at the end.

10. REMOTE PRESENTER: Special offer on the smallest and most 
powerful REMOTE  powerpoint presenter by Honeywell.  See the details 
at the end of this newsletter.

EDITORIAL INTRODUCTION TO
“THE CREDIBILITY OF ELLEN WHITE”

 This newsletter offers you a foretaste of Prof. Graeme Bradford’s book 
More than a Prophet. I have decided to introduce you to this timely book, 
by posting chapters 11 and 12, which I have packaged together under the 
title “The Credibility of Ellen White.”  In the first chapter Bradford men-
tions 10 reasons why people closely associated with Ellen White during 
her 70-year ministry, firmly believed in her prophetic gift, though they 
were well aware of several weaknesses in her life.

 You will enjoy especially the testimony of H. M. S. Richard who had 
tremendous confidence in the ministry of Ellen White because as a young 
man he heard her preach three years before she died. I was moved to read 
about the impact of Ellen White’s prayer on himself and the 5000 people 
attending the meeting.
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 Elder Richard was fully aware of the discussion about the literary 
dependency of Ellen White, discussed even at the 1919 Bible Conference, 
but his confidence on her prophetic gift remained unperturbed, because 
he was fully aware of that prophets are human.

 The second chapter contains significant insights into the literary 
dependency of Ellen White. First, Bradford shows that borrowing from 
other sources was a common practice in the nineteenth century. Second, 
Ellen White used historical sources, not to approve or correct them, but to 
teach the way of salvation. Third, she never claimed to be an authority on 
history or theology. She asked for help both in gathering the information 
and in correcting any inaccuracies. 

 Fourth, the problem of historical inaccuracies in The Great Contro-
versy, is partly due to her use of Uriah Smith’s Thoughts on Daniel and 
the Revelation. Unfortunately, Uriah Smith was a very poor historian 
and she followed his lead. Lastly, Bradford shows that it is imperative to 
understand that the stated purpose of Ellen White’s writings is not to be 
the final word on history, prophecy, science, or theology, but to illustrate 
spiritual lessons. When we understand and accept the stated purpose of 
her writings, then we should find no problem in accepting her prophetic 
gift—a gift designed to bring encouragement, reproof, and spiritual in-
struction to the church.

 I trust that this preview of the essay has wetted your appetite for a 
thoughtful reading of this timely study. It is my plan to post other important 
chapters in future issues of our newsletter.

“The Credibility of Ellen White”
Graeme Bradford, D. Min.,
Retired Professor of Theology
Avondale College, Australia

ELLEN WHITE’S GIFT OF PROPHECY

 More than 150 years ago a 17-year-old girl began to give messages 
to early Adventist believers and said they were from God. Often these 
messages were not what they wanted to hear. Often they ran contrary to 
their plans. At times they pointed out weaknesses in the lives of many of 
the leaders and gave them advice contrary to their own inclinations. But 
they believed her. 
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Why Early Adventists Believed in Ellen White’s Prophetic Ministry?

 Throughout her 70-year ministry, those who were closest to her were 
firm believers in the fact that God had given her the gift of prophecy. Why 
was this? There are several reasons.

 1. They saw that she was a true Christian.
 2. They felt the power of her ministry in uplifting Jesus Christ, and 
in her calls for obedience to God and His Word.
 3. When they were discouraged after the “Great Disappointment” of 
1844 she was the one who kept their advent hopes alive.
 4. In 1 Corinthians 14: 22-25, Paul declares that the presence of 
prophecy among God’s people is a sign to believers. It confirms the presence 
of God is with them. She was indeed able to reveal the secrets of the human 
heart. There could be no doubt that she had revelations in order to come 
by this knowledge. Over many years she sent out personal testimonies to 
individuals. Only a handful ever claimed they were irrelevant.114

 5. She gave them a sense of purpose and direction, a belief that God 
was still with them.
 6. She expanded their concepts of mission to the world.
 7. She gave them a sense of breadth and depth of mission to include 
health, education and welfare.
 8. They witnessed her save the church from theological disaster at 
the hands of Kellogg, Waggoner, and the Holy Flesh Movement.
 9. When her counsel was followed, individuals usually prospered. 
When they failed to follow her counsel, things did not always prosper. 
Her messages and predictions were timely and practical.115

 10. She saved the Church from Arianism by highlighting the true 
divinity of Christ and the Trinity.

Awareness of Weaknesses in Ellen White’s Life

 They still believed in Ellen White, even though they were also aware 
of weaknesses in her life. And they could have listed them as well:

1. She did have some problems in her marriage. There were times 
when she and her husband worked apart.116

2. She had problems with her children. She tended to favour Willie 
as the “good boy.” James Edson, the only other of her four sons who 
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survived to adulthood, turned away from the faith, but she won him back 
and he became a missionary to former slaves in the south of the United 
States.

3. She often became despondent over the criticism she faced. She 
could even doubt her own experience in Christ.117

4. She could be forgetful.118 

5. She may not have always been as open about her use of other 
sources as she could have been.119

6. She struggled to give up eating flesh foods and live up to the 
health counsel she had given to others.120

However, as they applied the biblical tests for a prophet, they saw 
that she matched the biblical expectation in that she uplifted Jesus and 
called for obedience to God and His word. (It is also helpful to remember 
that all of us would like to be judged by the general tenor of our lives and 
not from a few lapses).

They found that she was in harmony with the major doctrines of the 
Bible such as Creation, salvation, law and the deity of Christ. And, in 
hindsight, you can add that she had a view of inspiration that is biblically 
correct even though it was not the prevailing view of her contemporaries. 
Her material on the subject was not printed until volume one of Selected 
Messages appeared in 1958, with more of her material on the topic 
appearing in volume three in 1980. 

A large number of Adventists are still oblivious to her views found 
in these volumes. Why her views on inspiration have not been widely 
known until recent times will be dealt with when considering the 1919 
Bible Conference and its aftermath.

The Testimony of H. M. S. Richards

H. M. S. Richards had tremendous confidence in the prophetic gift 
of Ellen White because as a young man he heard her preach just three 
years before she died. About 5000 people were present, most of them 
non-Adventists. Here is how he described it: “Willie White led her out 
to the table where she was to speak. Just a little old lady in a black silk 
dress, with a little cap on her head. But, oh, when she started to preach 
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there came on Bible text after another—at least 100 of them quoted right 
off just like that. She had no notes. She had her Bible but she never had to 
look at it but she would just keep turning the pages and quoting the texts. 
Her voice was like a silver bell as it carried out over that great audience. 
It started to rain; but above its din on the iron roof, you could hear that 
silver voice ringing out clearly through it all.

“When she had spoken about 45 minutes her son came out and said, 
‘I think you are getting tired mother. You have talked long enough. I think 
you had better sit down.’ ‘No not yet I haven’t prayed yet.’ Then she began 
to pray and when she did something happened. Before that she was just a 
dear old lady, talking. But when she knelt down a great change came over 
the whole congregation. She was God’s prophet then and God honored 
her. Within 30 seconds we were all in the presence of God. I was afraid to 
look up lest I should see God standing there by her side. Within minutes 
you could hear sobs around the congregation.”121

That experience stayed with Richards the rest of his life. Later, when 
troubles over her writings erupted he never lost his confidence in her 
ministry. He always had a true biblical expectation of what to expect from 
a person manifesting the gift of prophecy. In his biography of Richards, 
Robert Edwards comments on Richard’s attitudes and understanding of 
the work of Ellen White: “Although the writings and the character of Ellen 
White powerfully influenced him, he also had common sense enough to 
know that she was a fallible human being, that she made mistakes. 

“When the furore over the accusations that she had plagiarized from 
other authors shook many in the church some years ago, Richards remained 
unperturbed. ‘They haven’t discovered anything new,’ he said ‘All those 
charges are old. I heard them all 40 years ago. They were all discussed 
at the 1919 Bible Conference.’ H. M. S Richards accepted her for what 
she was and what she herself claimed to be. It protected him from the 
disappointments some men and women experienced who held an unreal 
view of what a prophet and prophecy should be.”122

Walter Martin123 was once interviewed about his concepts of Ellen 
White. He was critical of her work, on a basis she did not meet up with 
his private expectations. Toward the end of the interview he said, “I have 
been pressed and pressed by people to get me to say Ellen White is a 
false prophet. . . . Mrs. White in my opinion, made false statements. 

.,
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She misused what she claimed was the prophetic gift she had. I believe 
this, in certain instances. But if you’re going to try and say that makes 
Ellen White the same as the false prophets prohibited in Exodus and 
Deuteronomy, then you have to demonstrate, that Ellen White was an 
unbeliever and that it was a deliberate and willful perversion of truth 
regarding salvation and revelation. That’s a very fine line. . . . Of course, 
technically, I would have to say that the person who prophesies in the 
name of God and turns out to be wrong, has prophesied falsely. You have 
to say that. But they want me to go further than that. They want me to 
make Mrs. White a biblical false prophet which means that she is not a 
Christian. I cannot endorse that.”124

Martin, although critical in many respects, still accepted her as a 
believer in Jesus Christ and a true Christian.

Critics Ignore the Real Test of a True Prophet

There have been many critical of her work. It may also be that those 
who are most critical have not done their homework in the Scriptures to 
have a proper understanding of the biblical expectations of how a person 
functions under the gift of prophecy. 

Remember, the real test is that the prophet calls people to holy living 
and obedience to God’s word. The true prophet will uplift Jesus Christ 
as the sin bearer of the world and challenge people to trust in Him. Jesus 
said that “by their fruits you will know them” (Matthew 7: 15-23).

The honest inquirer attempting to make a decision regarding Ellen 
White’s authenticity, should read some of her most famous books. As 
you read books like The Desire of Ages and Steps to Christ you will find 
the fruitage that Jesus said should be found in a true prophet. Ingemar 
Linden in his book The Last Trump states, “If E. G. W. had achieved 
nothing else than write The Desire of Ages she would still merit a place 
among the outstanding Christian women. Her life provides spiritual food 
for Christians in all walks of life.”125

In The Desire of Ages, the chapter on the Garden of Gethsemane 
paints such a picture of Christ as to melt the hardest of hearts—as does 
the chapter on Calvary. The fruitage of this book is to exalt Christ and 
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lead people to trust in Him. The little book Steps to Christ has a marvelous 
chapter on how a person may know they are a Christian. Here the fruitage 
of the book is to build Christian hope and assurance. Some will argue 
that some of this material has been gleaned from other writers. However, 
as we have already seen, writers under inspiration can do this.

Also, as noted, writers under inspiration may see a need to have 
secretarial help. While Ellen White’s husband was alive he helped her 
with her writing, but after his death she felt very inadequate. This was 
partly because of her lack of formal education. She said, “I am not a 
scholar. I cannot prepare my own writings for the press. . . . I am thinking 
I must lay aside my writing I have taken so much pleasure in, and see if 
I cannot become a scholar. I am not a grammarian. I will try, if the Lord 
will help me, at forty-five years old to become a scholar in the science. 
. . . Oh, that God would quicken the understanding, for I am but a poor 
writer, and cannot with pen or voice express the great and deep mysteries 
of God. . . .”126

 BORROWING TO ILLUSTRATE SPIRITUAL TRUTH

Even though a great deal of study has been undertaken to find 
out more about Ellen White’s borrowing from other writers, there still 
exists, and will always exist, a difference of opinion as to the percentage 
borrowed. How could anyone ever hope to reconstruct all her sources?127 
The truth is that we all borrow from each other, and from many sources 
of which we are scarcely aware.128 And it is difficult for us to sit in the 
mindset of those who lived in her age. Today we have tight copyright 
laws, which, in her day were just coming to the fore. 

The first person to point out her borrowings from others was a former 
Adventist pastor D. M. Canright. Yet when the denomination wished to 
reprint Moses Hull’s book The Bible from Heaven,129 they asked Canright 
to work it over to print it under his name. This he did and followed Hull’s 
work very closely. He even felt free to put in the preface that the book 
had been written “after extensive reading and careful thought upon the 
subject.”130 Neither James White nor the other Adventist leaders saw 
anything wrong with using the material from Hull. They all perceived 
what they wrote as belonging to a pool of common property with anyone 
free to dip into the pool. 
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Literary Borrowing an Accepted Practice

This was also true of Ellen White’s writings. They took from her and 
she took from them. Willie White comments: “All felt that the truths to be 
presented were common property and wherever one could help another 
or get from another in the expression of biblical truths, it was considered 
right to do so. Consequently there were many excellent statements of 
present truth copied by one writer from another. And no man said that 
ought which he wrote was exclusively his own. In the process of time 
many things which Sister White wrote and said were used by others 
without credit, and she in turn when dealing with prophetic statements 
felt free to use without credit the statements and teachings of leading 
writers among the pioneers when she found in their writings the exact 
thought that she wished to present.”131

When Ellen White used material from other Adventist writers in her 
book The Great Controversy132 she was doing what they all felt free to 
do with each other’s writings. And although Canright tried to upset the 
Adventist community with the charges of plagiarism, they were never 
upset by what he revealed. It could well be that many were already aware 
of her borrowing practice. The books she borrowed from were often the 
same books she recommended the Adventist community to read.

Vincent Ramik a copyright-law specialist researched the legal aspects 
of her use of other writers and came to the conclusion in his report that 
there would have been no legal case against her in her day, and that he 
had his life changed forever by reading her books.133 William Hanna in 
the preface to his book The Life of Christ, one of Ellen White’s sources 
for The Desire of Ages states, “Nor has he thought it necessary to burden 
the following pages with references to all the authorities consulted.”134

 It seems that Ellen White’s time was a state of transition regarding 
the need to acknowledge the use of the writings of others. The important 
point to note is that we must not judge her by today’s expectations, but 
see her operating within the context of her time and the expectations of 
that time.

Times and expectations do change. I now look back in horror that 
when I did my theological training we accepted the fact that the girls at 
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Avondale only received about half the wages of the boys. They had to 
pay the same fees and all other costs were the same but because they were 
female they were paid less. No one, to my knowledge, ever questioned it, 
but looking at it through today’s eyes, it was wrong.

God meets people where they are. He works within their cultural 
mindset. Ellen White wrote and borrowed in a way that appeared normal 
to her and her contemporaries. Today we think differently.135 Her mindset 
allowed her to borrow freely from other writers—as did others.136 Some 
of them we regard as great writers.

Ellen White Borrowed to Glorify Christ

Debate has centered around how much of her work is borrowed 
from other authors. But the percentage she borrowed is not as important 
as why she borrowed. The truth is she borrowed to glorify Jesus. She 
borrowed to move people’s heart to have faith in Him.

 After her death they found in her library a book entitled Sunshine 
and Shadows Along the Pathway of Life by M. G. Clarke. In the flyleaf 
of the book Ellen White had written a note that shows us her thinking 
regarding,  how she could use what she had read and appreciated so much 
in the book: “This is a book I esteem highly. Never let it be lost of [sic] 
this time. I appreciate it, I shall be pleased to keep this book for it has 
treasures of truth which I appreciate in presenting to many others.”137 

How Ellen White Wrote 

It is important to understand how she did her work. Insights from 
her son, Willie, are helpful because probably no one understood her 
work better than he did, for he worked with her for many years. Willie 
states, “The great events occurring in the life of our Lord were presented 
to her in panoramic scenes as also were other portions of The Great 
Controversy. In a few of these scenes chronology and geography were 
clearly presented, but in the greater part of the revelation the flashlight 
scenes, which were exceedingly vivid, and the conversations and the 
controversies, which she heard and was able to narrate, were not marked 
geographically or chronologically, and she was left to study the Bible and 
history, and the writings of men who had presented the life of our Lord to 
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get the chronological and geographical connection”138 It would seem that 
it was left to her to fill out these “flashlight scenes” and “panoramas” in 
her visions by studying the writings of others.139

In a letter he wrote to F. M. Wilcox, Willie gives more insights as 
to why she borrowed ideas from history: “Sister White has often quoted 
from history. Her descriptions of scenes presented to her in vision, and 
her use of the statements of historians, have been made for teaching 
the way of salvation, and not for the purpose of approving or correcting 
history. Her burden has been to make clear to the common people the 
character of the great controversy between good and evil, and to arouse 
in their hearts a hatred for sin and a loyalty to the King of Kings. . . .

“From this we may conclude that it is not the will of God that we 
use these writings to prove the historical accuracy of authors or to correct 
their errors. But rather that we use them to make clear to the minds 
of men, the living truths of the Word of God, and the practical 
meaning of the signs of the times, and the fulfillment of prophecy. 
History has been used to illustrate the lessons of the book”140 

(emphasis added).

Borrowing to Present Prophetic, Doctrinal, and Historical Matters

Willie also makes the following, significant points: “The class of 
matter written by Mrs. White, in which she used the writings of others, 
is comparatively small when considering the vast field covered by her 
writings. It is in the delineation in prophetic and doctrinal exposition that 
we find that she used the words of others or had closely paraphrased 
them. In the vast field covering thousands of pages of messages 
of encouragement, reproof, and spiritual instruction, she worked 
independent of all other writers, also in her divine prediction 
of future experiences through which the church must pass”141 

(emphasis added). 

It is important for us to note the reason she gathered the material from 
history, prophecy and doctrine, is that she might bring home spiritual 
lessons to her readers. First and foremost she was fulfilling the role of a 
prophet as Paul had stated, “But everyone who prophesies speaks to men 
for their strengthening, encouragement and comfort” (1 Corinthians 14: 
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3). Above all else, she was concerned with upholding a high standard of 
Christian living. Doctrine was not her main concern unless she saw false 
doctrine undermining faith in Christ. 

At the General Conference session in Minneapolis, in 1888, where 
the leadership was divided on the correct understanding of the law 
in Galatians and other theological points, George Knight makes the 
following observation, “The message of 1888, as Ellen White viewed it, 
is not doctrinal. We do not find her concerned with the law in Galatians, 
the covenants or the Trinity. Nor do we find her expounding upon the 
human or divine nature of Christ or sinless living as key elements of the 
message. She was not even obsessed with the doctrine of righteousness 
by faith. Her special interest was Jesus Christ, that Adventists might 
apply the attributes of His loving character to the practical experience of 
daily life, and that individuals go to Him for forgiveness.”142 

Ellen White Was More Concerned about Christian Attitude than 
Doctrinal Correctness

Bert Haloviak agrees: “In Dec of 1888, after noticing the spirit of 
those who defended the old position on Galatians, E. G. White noted: 
‘For the first time I began to think it might be we did not hold correct 
views after all, upon the law in Galatians, for the truth required no 
such spirit to sustain it.’ Notice how she explained issues to a group of 
ministers. . . . ‘I am afraid of you and I am afraid of your interpretation 
of any scripture which has revealed itself in such an un-Christ-like spirit. 
. . . I am afraid of any application of scripture that needs such a spirit 
and bears such fruit as you have manifested. . . . you could never have 
given a better refutation of your own theories than that you have done. . 
. . I have nothing to say, no burden regarding the law in Galatians. This 
matter looks to me of minor consequence in comparison with the spirit 
you have brought into your faith. . . . The most convincing testimony that 
we can bear to others that we have the truth is the spirit which attends the 
advocacy of that truth. If it sanctifies the heart of the receiver, if it makes 
him gentle, kind, forbearing, true and Christ-like, then he will give some 
evidence of the fact that he has the genuine truth.”143 

Here, Ellen White was more concerned with Christian conduct 
than theological correctness. In doing this she was fulfilling her role as 
a prophet. She borrows material from history, theology and prophecy 
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with the main aim of helping to press home spiritual truths so that we 
might become better Christians. This she saw as far more important than 
being precisely accurate in every detail. In her introduction to The Great 
Controversy she states that she is using “well known and universally 
acknowledged. . . . facts which none can gainsay.”144 That is she is using 
facts which were commonly acknowledged by people in her era. Her 
purpose is that of spiritual application.

When we look at her writings we see that most of what she had to 
say is in the area of spiritual application of Scriptural principles to daily 
living. Comparatively speaking, only a small percentage of her writings 
have to do with deep theology. She was more concerned that we show 
the fruits of the Spirit in our daily living and follow in the footsteps of 
Christ.

 Retired Andrews University Seminary Professor, Raoul Dederen 
agrees, “As interpreter of the Bible, Ellen White’s role was that of an 
evangelist—not an exegete, nor a theologian, as such, but a preacher and 
an evangelist. . . . No wonder, therefore, that the prophetic and hortatory 
mode was more characteristic of her than the exegetical. . . . she was, in 
the typical prophetic attitude, primarily desirous to press the text into 
service for the immediate objective, that of the spiritual quickening of 
her hearers or readers. She lived in a century of evangelistic revival, and 
her main purpose was to arrest attention and to bring conviction and 
repentance more than merely to relay information” (emphasis added).145

Ellen White Did not Claim to Be Authority in History or Theology

In the after-meeting of the 1919 Bible Conference,  A. G. Daniells146 
could speak with authority. He had on many occasions, along with W. 
W. Prescott, been part of the team that worked with her in the putting 
together of some of her books. During the course of the after-meeting he 
made this observation, “Well, now, as I understand it, Sister White never 
claimed to be an authority on history, and never claimed to be a dogmatic 
teacher on theology. She never outlined a course of theology, like Mrs. 
Eddy’s book on teaching. . . . She never claimed to be an authority on 
history . . . she was ready to correct in revision such statements as she 
thought should be corrected. I have never gone to her writings, and taken 
the history that I found in her writings, as the positive statement of history 
regarding the fulfilment of prophecy.”147 
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At the after-meetings, H. C. Lacey, Religion Teacher at the Foreign 
Mission Seminary, added an interesting comment: “In our estimate of 
the spirit of prophecy, isn’t its value to us more in the spiritual light it 
throws into our own hearts and lives than in the intellectual accuracy in 
historical and theological matters? Ought we not to take those writings 
as the voice of the Spirit of our hearts, instead of as the voice of the 
teacher to our heads? And isn’t the final proof of the spirit of prophecy 
its spiritual value rather than its historical accuracy? A. G. Daniells: ‘Yes 
I think so.’”148 

Not only did Ellen White’s helpers have this view of her writing, 
but she supports this concept. Notice in a letter Willie wrote to S. N. 
Haskell (a letter she signs at the end with the comment, “I approve of the 
remarks made in this letter, [signed] Ellen White): “Regarding Mother’s 
writings, she has never wished our brethren to treat them as authority on 
history. . . . When Controversy was written, Mother never thought that 
the readers would take it as an authority on historical dates and use it to 
settle controversies. . . .”149

At another time, Willie wrote, “Regarding Mother’s writings, I have 
overwhelming evidence and conviction that they are the description and 
delineation of what God has revealed to her in vision, and where she 
has followed the description of historians or the exposition of Adventist 
writers, I believe that God has given her discernment to use that which 
is correct and in harmony with truth regarding all matters essential for 
salvation. If it should be found by faithful study that she has followed 
some expositions of prophecy which in some detail regarding dates we 
cannot harmonize with our understanding of secular history, it does not 
influence my confidence in her writings as a whole any more than my 
confidence in the Bible is influenced by the fact that I cannot harmonize 
many of the statements regarding chronology.”150

Here, Willie, some of her helpers, and Ellen White herself view 
her work as it should be seen, and in harmony with the one statement 
in Scripture which clearly tells why the gift of prophecy was given: 
“But everyone who prophecies speaks to men for their strengthening, 
encouragement and comfort” (1 Corinthians 14:3).

Perhaps we can understand her mindset even further when we read 
statements like this from The Desire of Ages: “In the story of the Good 
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Samaritan, Christ illustrates the nature of true religion. He shows that it 
consists not in systems, creeds, or rites, but in the performance of loving 
deeds, in bringing the greatest good to others; in genuine goodness.”151 

We can also see her understanding of different ideas as expressed 
in the Bible when she wrote “The Bible is not given to us in grand 
superhuman language. Jesus in order to reach man where he is, took 
humanity. The Bible must be given in the language of men. Everything 
that is human in imperfect. Different meanings are expressed by the same 
word; there is not one word for each distinct idea. The Bible was given 
for practical purposes.”152 

To Ellen White the Bible was primarily given to help us to find Jesus 
and tell us how to live. Not just to pass on information. Because of this 
she never got “hung up” as did some others because of the differences of 
details found within the Scriptures. She saw her own writings operating 
in the same manner. Her writings were primarily to help us find and 
maintain our faith in Jesus and teach us how to live in harmony with His 
will. In doing this she was fulfilling the role of a prophet.

The Problem of Historical Inaccuracies

It can be unsettling for some to come to grips with the fact that 
there are historical inaccuracies in her writings, so let’s explore this 
matter further. In her appendix to a draft copy of Spiritual Gifts vol 2 she 
makes this comment: “A special request is made that if any find incorrect 
statements in this book they will immediately inform me. The edition 
will be completed about the first of October; therefore send before that 
time.”153

When writing The Great Controversy she made this request, “Tell 
Mary to find me some histories of the Bible that would give me the 
order of events. I have nothing and can find nothing in the library here” 
(Letter 38,1885).154 And we know in order to get a chronology for the 
life of Christ when writing The Desire of Ages, she consulted Samuel J 
Andrews The Life of our Lord Upon the Earth.155

The evidence is clear that she was open to help and willing to consult 
others in regards to historical details. This has not always been widely 
understood until recent times. In her day there were some well informed 
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on this matter, an inner circle who helped her in her work. Sadly this 
knowledge was not widely known156 in her time and almost lost after her 
death. We will investigate how this came about in chapter 18 on the 1919 
Bible Conference.

In 1982 an Adventist pastor in Czechoslovakia gave a copy of The 
Great Controversy to Prof.  Amedo Molnar of Prague University. [Prof. 
Molnar has written two volumes History of the Waldenses. He is rightly 
regarded as the authority on the Waldenses]. He was asked to give an 
evaluation on her work in his area of speciality, namely the Waldenses, 
Wycliffe, Huss, and Jerome. In his letter he notes her errors regarding 
the facts of history and how there are many important historical events 
omitted. He repeats the idea that it seems to him that she is not writing 
history but rather is giving a meaning to history. He states, “The impulse 
of her work lies in the interpretation of the sense of historical events, 
teaching the believing and hoping Christian, that is, it lies in another 
field other than proper historical research. As far as her work. . . . is not 
used as a substitute for the strictly historical research. . . . it may feed an 
eschatological hope of the believing Christians”.157

In other words, she is not a historian. Rather, she is giving a meaning 
to history. She is interpreting history for Christians. Today these historical 
inaccuracies are acknowledged by the White Estate; but this should not a 
problem for those who have a correct view of her work.158 

In the 1970s, William S Peterson wrote an article “A textual and 
historical study of Ellen White’s account of the French Revolution.” He 
was very critical of her work from a historian’s point of view claiming 
that she had: Not used the best sources available to her; she had used her 
sources carelessly; they were strongly anti-Catholic sources; they were 
weak on factual evidence; sometimes she had misread them; at other 
times she had exaggerated them; and occasionally she left out crucial 
facts. 

Some Inaccuracies Derive from Ellen White’s the Use of Uriah 
Smith 

Ron Graybill, a research assistant in the White Estate was given 
the job of checking out the work of Peterson. In the Summer of 1972 
Spectrum, Graybill responded to Peterson’s work on the “French 
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Revolution” chapter of The Great Controversy. A study of the notes left 
by Clarence Crisler, Ellen White’s secretary, showed that she was 
not misusing sources at all. The notes showed that she took the 
history in this chapter straight out of Uriah Smith’s Thoughts on 
Daniel and the Revelation. Uriah Smith was the poor historian 
and she followed his lead.159

It is well known that the 1888 edition of The Great Controversy was 
revised in 1911. The plates for the older edition had worn and so there 
was an opportune time for a reprint and revision. She received advice 
from Prescott and accepted some of his advice.160 Among the changes 
were: In the 1888 edition she wrote, “The Waldenses were the first of 
all the peoples of Europe to obtain a translation of the Holy Scriptures.” 
In the 1911 edition she said, “The Waldenses were among the first of 
the peoples of Europe to obtain a translation of the Holy Scriptures.” In 
the 1888 edition she said the fall of Babylon cannot refer to the Romish 
Church because it fell in the early centuries. In the 1911 edition she wrote 
that the fall of Babylon cannot refer to the Roman Church alone.

When the new edition was released it was met with a mixed reaction. 
W. A. Spicer felt there should have been more changes and blamed the 
editors.161 One gets the impression that, particularly toward the end of 
her life, she was significantly relying upon the input of others in the 
production of her books.162 This point is made even stronger when we 
read a letter written to W. W. Prescott from her secretary Clarence E 
Crisler. In this letter he appeals to Prescott to come to give some help in 
the work of Ezra (which must have been for writing the book Prophets 
and Kings). In this letter he makes a list of the problem areas they need 
help and then says at the end, “I am sure that Sister White would be 
specially pleased and cheered, if she could know that you were coming 
soon to help us over hard places.”163

Understanding Ellen White’s Purpose

That she had people helping her do her work should not cause 
too much concern when we understand that Paul’s writings also show 
evidence of such help (see chapter four, “Literary Assistance for Inspired 
Writers”). And if we also have clearly in mind her purpose in writing was 
to take material from history to impress home spiritual truth by way of 
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illustration. And, of course, 1 Corinthians 14:3 must remain the theme 
text: “But everyone who prophesies speaks to men for their strengthening, 
encouragement and comfort.”

Even in her day, not everyone had this idea clearly in mind and 
they gave her writings an authority beyond what was appropriate. This 
could account for the protest that Prescott made to Willie in the year 
that Ellen White died. “It seems to me that a large responsibility rests 
upon those of us who know that there are serious errors in our 
authorized books and yet make no special effort to correct them. 
The people and our average ministers trust us to furnish them 
with reliable statements, and they use them as sufficient authority 
in their sermons, but we let them go on year after year asserting 
things we know to be untrue. . . . 

“The way your mother’s writings have been handled and the false 
impression concerning them which is still fostered among the people 
have brought great perplexity and trial to me. It seems to me that what 
amounts to deception, though probably not intentional, has been practiced 
in making some of her books, and that no serious effort has been made 
to disabuse the minds of the people of what was known to be their wrong 
view concerning her writings. But it is no use to go into these matters. I 
have talked to you for years about them, but it brings no change. I think 
however that we are drifting toward a crisis which will come sooner or 
later and perhaps sooner. A very strong reaction has already set in.”164

Adventists Should be Better Informed About Ellen White’s Writ-
ings

Prescott’s letter is indeed a serious one. It seems Willie White and 
Prescott held to the same ideas regarding how Ellen White’s work was 
produced, their difference lay in the fact that Prescott felt Adventists 
should be better informed.165 What he says is hinted at in the conversation 
of the 1919 Bible Conference after-meeting. It seems many Adventists 
held to a view of verbal inspiration regarding her writings.166 J. N. 
Anderson asks the question, “Is it well to let our people in general to go 
on holding to the verbal inspiration of the Testimonies? When we do that, 
aren’t we preparing for a crisis that will be very serious some day?”167 
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We will return to the subject of Adventists and their views of 
inspiration later. Meanwhile it is important to keep in mind Ellen 
White’s understanding of her work. Regarding the writing of The Great 
Controversy, she states in the introduction, the purpose of the book, “To 
unfold the scenes of the great controversy between truth and error; to 
reveal the wiles of Satan, and the means by which he may be successfully 
resisted; to present a satisfactory solution of the great problem of evil, 
shedding such a light upon the origin and the final disposition 
of sin as to make fully manifest the justice and benevolence of 
God in all His dealings with His creatures; and to show the holy, 
unchanging nature of His law, is the object of this book.”168 

She also talks in terms of how she viewed the material from history 
that she borrowed, “The great events which have marked the progress of 
reform in past ages are matters of history, well known and universally 
acknowledged by the Protestant world. . . .” (emphasis added).169 That is, 
she is telling us that she is using ideas accepted by the Protestant world 
of her day to present the Advent message to them. If God had given her 
information we know to be more correct today her book would have 
been rejected by many who felt they were well informed in her era. We 
have seen that God meets people where they are to give to them His 
messages about Jesus. In doing this she was in harmony with how God 
has used prophets in the past.

Ellen White Borrowed to Illustrate Spiritual Truths

We must keep clearly in mind her stated purpose and then we 
will not stumble on some of the details as she uses history—as it was 
understood by many in her time—to illustrate spiritual lessons. The 
Great Controversy was never meant to be the final word on history, 
prophecy or theology. She borrowed much of her material from other 
Adventist writers, particularly Andrews and Smith.170 She was willing to 
make changes when she had input from others and no doubt she would 
continue to do so if she were alive. The book was prepared for public 
usage to be sold as an evangelistic tool to win people to Adventism, 
using concepts that Adventism had at that time of its development.171 

Some say that when she states “I saw,” her words have special 
authority. However, we know there were times when she used these words 
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and then quoted from the works of others. It could be that the words “I 
saw” or “I was shown” mean “she saw” or “was shown” through the 
study of books. There are even times when she uses the words of 
authors when describing words she had heard spoken in vision. 
Ron Graybill, an Associate Secretary of the White Estate, made the 
following comments in a series of General Conference Worships 
in 1981.

“Did Mrs White ever borrow when she was reporting a vision? Did 
she ever say ‘I was shown’ and then proceed to borrow? The answer 
to that is ‘yes,’ although examples of it are not very plentiful. They are 
quite rare. I know of only three clear and unequivocal examples.” 172 
Graybill then goes on to give examples and show how the handwritten 
drafts of her material were even closer to the source than the published 
versions which followed. This was no doubt due to the work of her 
literary assistants. 

 Graybill adds further light to her borrowings with the following 
comments “She also employed extra-biblical comments on the lives of 
various biblical characters, often turning the speculations and conjectures 
of her sources into statements of positive fact. Sometimes similar use was 
made of their comments on the thoughts and activities of supernatural 
beings, that is, God, Satan, and their respective angels…These borrowings 
occurred not only in the historical sections of The Great Controversy but 
also in its prophetic  sections.173

If we continue to see her work in harmony with her stated purpose, 
and the stated purpose of Scripture for prophets then we should find 
no problem with the above data. Problems only arise when we claim 
more for her works than she claimed for them herself. She made this 
helpful comment: “The written testimonies are not to give new light, 
but to impress vividly upon the heart the truths of inspiration already 
revealed . . . Additional truth is not brought out; but God has through the 
Testimonies simplified the great truths already given” (5T 665).

ENDNOTES

 For the sake of brevity the endnotes have been left out, since they are 
readily accessible at the end of More than a Prophet. The last 60 pages 
of the book contain the footnotes.
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UPCOMING WEEKEND SEMINARS
 
          As a service to our subscribers, I am listing the date and the loca-
tion of the upcoming seminars for the months of July and August 2006. I 
wish to extend my personal, warm invitation to all who are able to attend 
one of the followings rallies.
 
JUNE 30-JULY 1: NEW YORK - GETHSEMANE SDA CHURCH
Location: 357 Empire Boulevard, Brooklyn, NY 11225
For information call Pastor Charles Jean Marie at (718) 444-2125.

JULY 15: LOS ANGELES - SIMI VALLEY SDA CHURCH
Location: 1636 Sinaloa Road, Simi Valley, California 93065.
For infomation call Pastor Charles Jenson at (805) 581-5912

JULY 22: ITALY - CONEGLIANO SDA CHURCH
Location: Via Vittorio Veneto 24, Conegliano, Italy 31015
For  information call Pastor Gianfranco Irrera at 042 2460660 or  338 
2676792

AUGUST 11-12: AUGUSTA SDA CHURCH
Location:4301 Wheeler Road, Augusta, GA 30907
For information call Pastor Dale Tunnell at (706) 651-0412

AUGUST 18-19: LONDON - CROYDON SDA CHURCH
Location: 95 Selhurst Road, South Norwood, London SE25 6LH
For information call Pastor Brighton Kavaloh at (020) 8851 3383

AUGUST 25-26: LONDON - WOOD GREEN SDA CHURCH
Location: Northcott Avenue (Off Bounds Gree Road), London N22 
7DB
For information call Pastor Keith Boldeau at 01923 460 968 o Elder Tristan 
Cuniah at 0207 539 5826
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ANNOUNCEMENTS OF SERVICES AND PRODUCTS
 
NEW RELEASES BY PROF. GRAEME BRADFORD
 *  The book More than a Prophet
 *  The CD/DVD album with Prof. Bradford’s writings 
  and live video lecture on Ellen White

The book More than a Prophet 

 The book More than a Prophet was born out of the raging con-
troversy over the credibility of Ellen White as an inspired writer. This 
timely book that can restore confidence in the prophetic ministry of El-
len White and help reclaim former Adventists who have left the church 
because of unresolved questions about Ellen White’s writings.

 With clear reasoning and compelling documentation, Prof. Brad-
ford helps the reader to rediscover the TRUE Ellen White–a frail woman 
used by God in a mighty way, in spite of her limitations and personal 
problems. She has left a rich legacy not only for the Seventh-day Adven-
tist Church but for the world at large.

The CD/DVD Album with Prof. Bradford’s Publications and Video 
Recording

The CD-ROM Disk

 The CD disk offers a searchable data base of most of Prof. Graeme 
Bradford published and unpublished writings. It includes also the latest 
book More than a Prophet! During the past 30 years, he has written 
books and articles on a wide variety of subjects such as occultism, near 
death experiences, Israel in Prophecy, expository preaching, kids and 
drugs, the Bible and Archeology, and endtime prophecies. His articles 
always offer a refreshing biblical perspective on current issues. 

 Until now Prof. Bradford’s books and articles were available 
only in a printed form, often unavailable at local ABC stores.  In view 
of my indebtedness to Prof. Bradford scholarship, I have offered to help 
him to place all of his books and articles on a CD album.  This makes it 
possible with the ACROBAT global search, to locate immediately what 
he has written on biblical texts or current topics.
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 You will find in this collection a priceless resource to enrich your 
understanding and experience of biblical truths. You will especially ap-
preciate his latest book More than a Prophet–a book that has been long 
overdue and will do much to restore confidence in the validity of Ellen 
White’s prophetic ministry.

The DVD Video Recording

 On June 20, a professional crew recorded Prof. Bradford’s popu-
lar two hours powerpoint lecture on “More than a Prophet,” at the Avon-
dale College Media Center in Australia.  With the help of 75 slides, he 
discusses in an open and objective ways the major issues related to the 
prophetic ministry of Ellen White. 

 This lectures clears the air of prevailing misconceptions about 
Ellen White which have caused thousands of Adventists to leave church. 
Listening to this dynamic, visual presentation will enhance your appre-
ciation for the gift of prophecy manifested in the writings, preaching, 
and teachings of Ellen White.

SPECIAL INTRODUCTORY OFFER

MORE THAN A PROPHET

 1 copy of More than a Prophet for $20.00 (instead of $25.00), 
plus $5.00 for mailing in the USA of $10.00 for airmailing overseas. 

 2 copies of More than a Prophet for $30.00 (instead of $50.00), 
plus $5 for mailing in the USA of $10.00 for airmailing overseas. 

 10 copies of More than a Prophet for $100.00 (instead of 
$250.00), plus $5 for mailing in the USA or $20.00 for airmailing over-
seas.

 30 copies of More than a Prophet for $150.00 (instead of 
$750.00), plus $5 for mailing in the USA or $20.00 for overseas surfice 
mail.
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 30 copies of More than a Prophet and CD/DVD Album for 
$170.00 (instead of $850.00), plus $5 for mailing in the USA or $20.00 
for overseas surfice mail.

CD/DVD ALBUM WITH PROF. BRADFORD’S PUBLICATIONS 
AND VIDEO LECTURE

 The Album contains both the CD disk with all Prof. Brad-
ford’s publications and the DVD disk with his two hours video lec-
ture. The introductory offer is only $50.00 (instead of $100.00). Air-
mailing expenses are included to any foreign destination.

PACKAGE OFFER OF THE BOOK & THE CD/DVD ALBUM

 The package of both one copy of More than a Prophet and 
one Album containing the CD disk with Prof. Bradford’s writings 
and the DVD disk with his two hours video lecture for only $70.00 
(instead of $125.00). Airmailing expenses are included to any foreign 
destination.

FOUR WAYS TO ORDER!

 (1) Online: By clicking here: http://www.biblicalperspectives.
com/BradfordOffer/offer.htm

 (2)  Phone:  By calling us at (269) 471-2915 to give us your 
credit card number and postal address.
 
 (3)  Email:  By emailing your order to <sbacchiocchi@biblical
perspectives.com>.  Be sure to provide your  postal address, credit card 
number, and expiration date.
 
 (4) Regular Mail: By mailing a check to  BIBLICAL PERSPEC-
TIVES, 4990  Appian Way, Berrien Springs, Michigan 4990, USA. We 
guarantee to process your order immediately.
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CD-ROM WITH  PROF. JON PAULIEN BOOKS & ARTICLES
 
          Prof. Jon Paulien is one of the most respected Adventist scholars. 
Besides serving as the chairman of the New Testament at Andrews Uni-
versity Theological Seminary, he writes and lectures extensively in many 
parts of the world.
 
          Until now Prof. Paulien books and articles were available only 
in a printed form, often unavailable at local ABC stores.  In view of my 
indebtedness to Prof. Paulien’s scholarship, I have offered to help him to 
place all of his books and articles on a CD disk.  This makes it possible 
with the ACROBAT global search, to locate immediately what he has 
written on biblical texts or current topics.
 
          The new CD-ROM, released on May 1, 2006,  contains more than 
a dozen of books and scores of articles written by Prof. Paulien during 
the past 20 years of research.  You will find in this collection a priceless 
resource to enrich your understanding and experience of biblical truths. 
Prof. Paulien examines fundamental biblical beliefs in a profound and yet 
popular way.  He is a recognized expert on the book of Revelation. Several 
of his books will help you to unlock the secrets of Revelation.
 
          The special introductory offer of the newly released CD-ROM AL-
BUM with all of Prof. Paulien books and articles is only $35.00 instead 
of the regular price of $50.00. The price includes the airmailing expenses 
to any overseas destination.
 
          To order the newly released CD ALBUM with all of Prof. Paulien 
books and articles, simply click here: http://www.biblicalperspectives.
com/PaulienAD/ 
 
          If you have a problem ordering online, email us your order at  at 
<sbacchiocchi@biblicalperspectives.com>, giving us your address, credit 
card number, and expiration date. You can also order by phone, calling us 
at (269) 471-2915.  We will take your order by phone.
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SPECIAL OFFER ON THE NEW DVD ALBUM ON THE MARK 
AND NUMBER OF THE BEAST
 
          The DVD album consists of two disks which contain the live re-
cording that was done at the Andrews University Towers Auditorium on 
Wednesday, February 1, 2006.  The marathon lecture lasted over two hours 
and was delivered with the help of 175 powerpoint slides. The lecture 
was introduced by Prof. Jon Paulien and Prof. Ranko Stefanovich,  two 
foremost Adventist experts on the book of Revelation.
 
          You will be thrilled by this passionate lecture that will help you 
understand what the mark and number of the beast are all about. This 
prophecy is not about external markings, barcodes, biochips, or pope’s 
titles, but  rather about the internal control of the mind of every human 
being. It is a battle over who will people worship in the final showdown: 
the true God or Satan. This visual presentation will help you to see the role 
of the Sabbath in the battle over worship in the endtime showdown.
 
          At the end of the second DVD disk, there is a separate powerpoint 
file with all the 195 slides and accompanying script. This should prove 
to be a valuable resource for evangelists, pastors, and anyone engaged in 
sharing the prophetic message of Revelation. They can use some of the 
stunning pictures for their own presentation.
 
How to Order the DVD Album 
 
          The special introductory offer on the DVD Album  on The Mark 
and Number of the Beast,  is only $50.00, instead of $100.00. The air-
mailing expenses to any foreign country are included in the special price.  
You can order the DVD album in four different ways:
 
 (1)  Online: By clicking here: http://www.biblicalperspectives.com/
BeastAD/
 
 (2)  Phone:  By calling us at (269) 471-2915 to give us your credit 
card number and postal address.
 
 (3)  Email:  By emailing your order to <sbacchiocchi@biblicalperspe
ctives.com>.  Be sure to provide your  postal address, credit card number, 
and expiration date.
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 (4) Regular Mail: By mailing a check for $35.00 to  BIBLICAL 
PERSPECTIVES, 4990  Appian Way, Berrien Springs, Michigan 4990, 
USA. We guarantee to process your order immediately.
 
SPECIAL OFFER ON THE 5 ALBUMS CONTAINING ALL OF DR. 
BACCHIOCCHI’S PUBLICATIONS AND RECORDINGS
 
           In occasion of the release of the new DVD album on The Mark 
and Number of the Beast, I am pleased to offer you the complete pack-
age of all my DVD and CD recordings, consisting of 5 Albums, for 
only $100.00, instead of the regular price of $500.00. This is a one-
time incredible offer.
 
          You can see the picture of all the FIVE ALBUMS and read a 
detailed description of them, just by clicking at this URL address:
http://www.biblicalperspectives.com/holidayoffer.htm
 
          You can order the complete package of 5 DVD and CD Albums 
for only $100.00,  instead of the regular price of $500.00,  in four dif-
ferent ways:
 
 (1)  Online: By clicking here: http://www.biblicalperspectives.com/
holidayoffer.htm
 
 (2)  Phone:  By calling us at (269) 471-2915 to give us your credit 
card number and postal address.
 
 (3)  Email:  By emailing your order to <sbacchiocchi@biblicalperspe
ctives.com>.  Be sure to provide your  postal address, credit card number, 
and expiration date.     
 
 (4) Regular Mail: By mailing a check for $100.00 to  BIBLICAL 
PERSPECTIVES, 4990 Appian Way, Berrien Springs, Michigan 4990, 
USA. We guarantee to process your order immediately.
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SPECIAL OFFER ON PROF. JON PAULIEN’S 5 ALBUMS (60 CD 
DISKS), called The Bible Explorer Series on Revelation
 
          The book of Revelation has both delighted and frustrated readers 
ever since it was written. Sensational but senseless interpretations of the 
book abound. In this unique package consisting of 120 lectures profes-
sionally recorded in 60 CD disks, Prof. Jon Paulien guides you through 
a verse by verse study of the intriguing messages of Revelation.
 
          Prof. Paulien is rightly regarded inside and outside the Adventist 
community, as a foremost authority in Johannine literature, especially the 
book of Revelation. Students have told me that listening to his lectures, 
is a mind-opening experience. Personally I esteem Prof. Paulien as the 
leading Adventist authority on the prophetic books of the Bible.
 
          If you wish that you could go back to school and seat in Prof. Pau-
lien classes, I have good news for you. You do not need to worry about 
your age or your financial limitations.  You do not even need to enroll at 
Andrews University and spend thousands of dollars of tuition to benefit 
from Prof. Paulien’s instruction.
 
          All what you need to do is simply to order his 120 lectures which 
have been professionally recorded and packaged in FIVE ALBUMS, 
EACH CONTAINING 12 CD-ROMs, for a total of 60 CD disks. The 
set is called The Bible Explorer Series on Revelation and takes you 
verse by verse through the whole book of Revelation. These lectures are 
the equivalent of four Seminary courses (about $2000.00 of tuition), yet 
they are presented in a way that lay people can understand. Each lecture 
concludes with spiritual lessons for everyday life.
 
          To express my appreciation for the contribution that Prof. Paulien 
has made to the understanding of Revelation, I am promoting and distribut-
ing his The Bible Explorer Series on Revelation consisting of 5 albums 
with a total of 60 CD-ROMS, as a free service without any commis-
sion. I have offered my service to facilitate the purchase of this timely 
set of 120 lectures through the shopping cart at my website: http://www.
biblicalperspectives.com/paulien/
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          Your special offer for the complete The Bible Explorer Series 
on Revelation consisting of 5 albums with a total of 60 CD disks, is 
only $175.00, airmailing expenses included to any domestic or oversea 
destination. You can order the package in four ways:
 
 (1)  Online: By clicking here: http://www.biblicalperspectives.com/
paulien/
 
 (2)  Phone:  By calling us at (269) 471-2915 to give us your credit 
card number and postal address.
 
 (3)  Email:  By emailing your order to <sbacchiocchi@biblicalpers
pectives.com>.        
 
 (4) Regular Mail: By mailing a check for $175.00 to  BIBLICAL 
PERSPECTIVES, 4990  Appian Way, Berrien Springs, Michigan 4990, 
USA. We guarantee to process your order immediately.
 
INCREDIBLE NEW OFFERS ON HITACHI PROJECTORS
 
          Lately HITACHI has given an additional discount on their projec-
tors to help especially our churches and schools in developing countries. 
This is the special offer on the following four models:
 
CP-X250 HIGH RESOLUTION 2000 LUMENS - Only $1095.00
          Previous SDA price for the 2000 lumens was $1900.00.
 
CP-X260 HIGH RESOLUTION 2500 LUMENS - Only $1495.00
          Previous SDA price for the 2500 lumens was $2900.00.
 
CP-X444 HIGH RESOLUTION 3200 LUMENS - Only $1895.00
          Previous SDA price for the 3200 lumens was $3295.00.
 
CP-X1250 HIGH RESOLUTION 4500 LUMENS - Only $3995.00
          Previous SDA price for the 4500 lumens was $4900.00.
 
WARRANTY: The above prices include a 3 years 24/7 replacement war-
ranty that is worth about $285.00.You can order these projectors in four 
ways:
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 (1)  Online: By clicking here: --------------------
 
 (2)  Phone:  By calling us at (269) 471-2915 to give us your credit 
card number and postal address.
 
 (3)  Email:  By emailing your order to <sbacchiocchi@biblicalpers
pectives.com>.        
 
 (4) Regular Mail: By mailing a check to  BIBLICAL PERSPEC-
TIVES, 4990  Appian Way, Berrien Springs, Michigan 4990, USA. We 
guarantee to process your order immediately.

NEW TOSHIBA LAPTOP TECRA A8-EZ8312

 This is the latest TOSHIBA laptop that was first released on June 27, 
2006. These are the specifications: Duo processor 1.66Hz, Memory size 
512MB, Monitor size 15.4”, Resolution 1280x800, Hard drive 60GB,  
Optical drive CD-RW/DVD-Rom, Wireless, 3-USB ports, Microsoft 
Office and Microsoft Works software. The special price is $950.00.  You 
can order the TECRA A8-EZ8312 in four ways:

 (1)  Online: By clicking here: --------------------
 
 (2)  Phone:  By calling us at (269) 471-2915 to give us your credit 
card number and postal address.
 
 (3)  Email:  By emailing your order to <sbacchiocchi@biblicalpers
pectives.com>.        
 
 (4) Regular Mail: By mailing a check to  BIBLICAL PERSPEC-
TIVES, 4990  Appian Way, Berrien Springs, Michigan 4990, USA. We 
guarantee to process your order immediately.
 
THE MOST POWERFUL REMOTE PRESENTER
 
          If you are looking for an outstanding REMOTE for your PowerPoint 
presentations, you will be pleased to know HONEYWELL has just come 
out with the smallest and most powerful remote in the market.
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          The size of the transmitter is smaller than a credit card. You can 
stick it inside the palm of your hand and nobody can see it. I tested the 
remote in an open environment, and the radio signal can go up to 400 
feet of distance. IT IS INCREDIBLE! The transmitter has three button: 
forward, backward, and laser.
 
          You can order online the new POWERPOINT  PRESENTER simply by 
clicking here:  http://www.biblicalperspectives.com/Merchant2/merchant.
mvc?Screen=CTGY&Store_Code=bookstore&Category_Code=RP
 
          If you have a problem ordering online, simply call us at (269) 471-
2915.  We will take your order by phone.
 
               You can also email us your order at <sbacchiocchi@biblicalper
spectives.com>, giving us your address, credit card number, and expira-
tion date.

DOES YOUR CHURCH OR SCHOOL NEED A SCREEN?
 
  If your church/school is looking for a screen, the DA-LITE 
SCREEN COMPANY, the largest manufacture of screens in the world, 
has agreed to offer their line of screens to our Adventist churches and 
schools at a about 30% discount.

 The procedure is very simple. Visit the DA-LITE SCREEN COM-
PANY website at http://www.da-lite.com. You will see hundreds of mod-
els of screens with their respective prices. Once you find the screen that 
you need, give us the model number by phone (269) 471-2915 or email 
your request <sbacchiocchi@biblicalperspectives.com> We will forward 
your order immediately to DA-LITE that will ship the screen directly to 
your address. You will receive the screen at about 30% discount.

   


